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Tennessee Valley Authority, 1101 Market Street, Chattanooga, Tennessee 37402-2801

0. J. "Ike" Zeringue
Senior Vice President, Nuclear Operations

MAR 7 1995
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen:

In the Matter of the Application of ) Docket Nos. 50-390
Tennessee Valley Authority )

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT (WBN) UNIT 1 - DETAILED CONTROL ROOM DESIGN REVIEW
(DCRDR) - REVISED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

The purpose of this letter is to submit changes to previous commitments
related to DCRDR corrective actions for NRC approval as requested in Watts
Bar Supplemental Safety Evaluation Report (SSER) 6. A summary report was
submitted to NRC on October 2, 1987, to address NUREG 0737, Section I.D.1,
and Supplement to Generic Letter 82-33. TVA's Supplemental Summary Report
was submitted to NRC on February 23, 1990 and March 28, 1990.

Enclosure 1 provides a brief description of each applicable item, the
original corrective action statement, the revised corrective actions, and
a brief justification. Forty-nine Human Engineering Discrepancies (HEDs)
from TVA's DCRDR and three items from NRC's June 1982 Safety Evaluation
Report (SER), "Appendix D" are provided. The 49 revised HED corrective
actions fall into five categories, i.e., 19 minor changes or
clarifications, 18 enhancements or integrated additions to corrective
actions, seven with portions of corrective actions left "as-is," three
with developed corrective actions from study results, and two where other
actions eliminated the original concerns. Of the three revised Appendix D
items, two were considered minor/clarifications and one involved
additional corrective actions. Most of the Appendix D items have been
incorporated under existing HEDs with 12 closed separately. As before,
the HEDs and Appendix D items will be corrected prior to closure of the
DCRDR Special Program.

Administrative Instruction (AI)-1.89, "Closing Out Control Room Human
Engineering Concerns and Discrepancies," has been superseded by Site
Administrative Instruction (SAI)-10.01, "Closing Out Control Room Human
Engineering Concerns and Discrepancies." SAI-10.1 has been refined to
strengthen the overall closure process. It now includes an implementation
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summary sheet for each closure package and clarifies the closure
requirements. The supporting documentation and historical information for
closures is now included as a supplement to each respective closure
package.

If you should have any questions, contact P. L. Pace at (615) 365-1824.

Sincerely,

Zering

Enclosures
cc (Enclosures):

NRC Resident Inspector
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant
Rt. 2, Box 700
Spring City, Tennessee 37381

Mr. P. S. Tam, Senior Project Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II
141 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323





ENCLOSURE 1

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 1

DETAILED CONTROL ROOM DESIGN REVIEW

REVISED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS
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SER APPENDIX D 1.1

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Several problems exist with regard to emergency equipment protective clothing:

" Donning is difficult.
" Changing air tanks is a two-person operation.
" With the 5-minute warning bell, there is perhaps too little time to

change.
" The mask virtually prohibits the wearer from speaking to anyone.
* Too many steps are necessary to don gear.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

All Operations personnel are trained annually in the proper donning and use of
breathing apparatus (BAT-l of Administrative Instruction (AI)-I0.1). The
training includes the cooperative changeout of air bottles as they are
depleted. The training for operators not included on the plant fire brigade
will be completed by March 1, 1985. All brigade members (Assistant Shift
Engineers (ASEs) and Assistant Unit Operators (AUOs)) are currently trained.

The breathing apparatus training includes the use of communication devices
which amplify speech inside the face piece and an adequate supply of such
devices are located inside the control room for use with the stored breathing

apparatus.

TVA has evaluated and selected a communications device which will enable the
operators to communicate more effectively when wearing the emergency breathing
apparatus.

The conversational speaker microphone device is designed to allow two or more
persons, wearing face masks and working in the same general area, to carry on
a normal conversation.

After a person is fitted with a face mask, the microphone mask mounting device
can be stuck to the outside of the mask by removing the adhesive backing and
pressing it onto the surface area of the mask. The microphone can then be
inserted into the mounting device and plugged into the speaker unit. The
vibration pickup microphone reproduces the voice behind the mask clearly, and
it is then amplified through the speaker unit. The volume control on the
speaker unit can be adjusted for the desired level depending on ambient noise
in the work area. The speaker unit can be clipped to the belt or fastened to
other parts of the clothing.

This speaker microphone device is powered by a rechargeable battery and can be
used for a normal working day without requiring a recharge. The device is
moisture resistant and can be easily cleaned. As there is no wiring entering
the face mask, its integrity is maintained throughout the duration of any work
operation. This device is now being used successfully at TVA's Sequoyah

Nuclear Plant (SQN).
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SER APPENDIX D 1.1 (continuation)

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

Operations personnel are trained annually in the proper donning and use of

breathing apparatus (Site Standard Practice (SSP)-l.03, Health Physics

Training (HPT)-363.001 & .002). The training includes the cooperative

changeout of air bottles as they are depleted. All Reactor Operators (ROs),

Assistant Shift Operations Supervisors (ASOSs) and Shift Operations
Supervisors (SOSs) are currently trained.

In the Main Control Room (MCR), 30-minute air bottles have been replaced with

60 minute air bottles. The 60-minute air bottles have a 15-minute
(approximate time) warning bell rather than a 5-minute bell; thus, giving

personnel ample time to change.

The breathing apparatus training will include the use of communication devices
which amplify speech inside the face piece and an adequate supply of such

devices will be located in the control room area for use with the stored

breathing apparatus.

TVA has evaluated and selected a communications device which will enable the
operators to communicate more effectively when wearing the emergency breathing

apparatus.

The conversational speaker microphone device is designed to allow two or more
persons, wearing face masks and working in the same general area, to carry on

a normal conversation.

JUSTIFICATION

A new and upgraded communications device will be procured to use with the

breathing apparatus. The 60-minute bottles provide a warning bell with more

time allowed for changing.
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SER APPENDIX D 4.10

ITEM DESCRIPTION

There are no protective guards over the emergency "Start" and "Stop" push

buttons on the diesel generator panel.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

Protective guards are not required because the emergency "Start" and "Stop"

switches have raised bezels to prevent inadvertent actuation.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

Protective covers will be installed over the diesel generator emergency

"Start" and "Stop" switches.

JUSTIFICATION

Experience at the Training Simulator has determined these switches should have
additional protection. Although this Appendix D item is being processed as a
"stand alone" item, HED 204 does address the same issue of adding protective

covers for the emergency start and stop switches. See HED 204 for additional

information.
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SER APPENDIX D 9.4

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The filing of process computer documents is not systematic or clearly

identified.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

The computer reference index documents are filed in the P2500 operator's guide

manual that is maintained in the MCR.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

A plant procedure has been implemented to control computer changes and related

documentation. The P2500, "Interface Users Manual," will be developed and

placed under document control. A copy of this manual will be maintained in

the main control room.

JUSTIFICATION

Improvements have been made in the control of computer documentation and

improvements have been made to the P2500 operator interface. The P2500 manual

provides information to the operator on how to access data in the P2500.
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HED 008

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Replacing fuses on the 125V Vital Battery Boards can result in electrical
shock as the individual must place hand and head between live fuse arrays to

read the labels and change fuses.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

As a temporary measure, a caution sign will be placed on the door. This is

considered a partial corrective action and a team will be formed to review
this problem further and generate solution alternatives for management review.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

Permanent signs will be placed on the cabinets to warn personnel of the

hazard. Permanent placards diagramming individual fuse locations will be
installed on the doors to each cabinet to aid personnel in pre-planning their

entry.

JUSTIFICATION

A number of alternatives were evaluated such as; reconfiguring the cabinet
enclosures, installation of a moveable, insulated curtain within the cabinets,

installation of fuse caps to shield adjacent fuses, require personnel to wear

gloves and the installation of signs. All but the signs were eliminated

because they either did not help or they significantly increased the

combustible material.
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HED 010

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Problems were identified with the availability of drawings and provisions for

storage of drawings in the MCR.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

A controlled set of specific drawings will be put in the MCR and in or

adjacent to the Auxiliary Control Room (ACR). Binders will be improved.

Laminated flow prints will be placed near selected panels.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

A controlled set of specified drawings will be put in the MCR. Binders will

be improved.

JUSTIFICATION

A complete set of Category I prints will be maintained in the Turbine Building

Operations work station and will be available to the operations staff in the

event of a MCR abandonment. The new layout for panels M-27A and M-27B

eliminated the need for the special laminated prints.
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HED 012

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Problems were identified with MCR furniture and furnishings, including chairs,

stools, tables, communication devices, and personal storage.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

New chairs and furnishings will be provided. Unused intercoms and radios will

be removed. Unneeded equipment will be removed and lockers will be installed

nearby.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

Unused intercoms and radios will be removed. Unneeded equipment will be

removed and lockers will be installed nearby.

JUSTIFICATION

Chairs and furnishings will be evaluated as part of the extensive control room

redesign project.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 2

New chairs will be provided in the MCR only. Furnishings (work surfaces,

desks, removal of unused equipment, etc.) will be addressed. Personal
storage (lockers) will be added in the Turbine Building, adjacent to the MCR.

JUSTIFICATION

New chairs purchased outside the CRDR project are considered adequate. The

new lockers located in the Turbine Building will be adequate for the MCR

staff. The Control Room Redesign Project will address all workspace items.
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HED 014

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The results of the environmental survey indicated there were problems with

heating and air conditioning in the MCR.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

Air deflectors will be added for Unit 1, Unit 2 Operator, ASE, Shift Engineer

(SE) desk and System 13 desk to prevent drafts. Pressures and flows set by

pre-operational tests will be reverified. A new environmental survey of the
MCR, ACR and Shift Engineer's office will be conducted prior to fuel load to

verify acceptability.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

The system will be re-balanced in order to eliminate unacceptable drafts. A

new environmental survey of the MCR and ACR will be conducted prior to fuel

load to verify acceptability.

JUSTIFICATION

Further evaluation determined the system needed to be balanced. The Shift

Operations Supervisor (i.e. Shift Engineer) is now stationed in the MCR.
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HED 016

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The binders used for storage of procedures are inadequate. Pages are torn and

loosely inserted, causing pages to fall out during use. Too many pages are

stuffed into binders, causing them to inadvertently open. Change sheets are

missing from the binders.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

Multi-ring locking binders will be supplied for procedures. Site

administrative instructions will be revised to include a statement to ensure

this storage method. Consideration will be given to reinforcing the edges of

pages with laminate to reduce the possibility of tearing. A periodic review

of the Emergency Instructions (Els), Abnormal Operating Instructions (AOIs),

and Function Restoration Guidelines (FRGs) will be implemented to replace

worn, torn, illegible, and missing pages.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION I

The maintenance of the controlled copies of the Els, AOIs, and FRGs in the MCR
are maintained according to the methods described in SSP 2.07, "Document

Control," and SSP 2.09, "Records Management."

JUSTIFICATION

Further review has determined that the described difficulty with procedures
was limited to the training simulator. This was due to the frequent use

encountered during training exercises. The procedures at the training

simulator will be filed in protective plastic and replaced in accordance with

SSP-2.07.
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HED 018

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Inconsistent use or lack of color coding was found in the MCR and ACR. In
addition, the choice of colors (green) used to denote the Residual Heat
Removal (RHR) and Safety Injection (SI) systems do not provide clear

distinction between systems.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

The color coding scheme used at Watts Bar is acceptable with the following
changes. The RHR and SI system color designators will be changed to improve
system recognition. Other modifications include, replacing black reactor trip
hand switches with white hand switches, painting black vertical indicators
green, and changing 161 KV mimic lines from orange to light red to ensure
color consistency. Blank panel covers will also be painted to match the
panel. A plant document for color use within the MCR will be developed.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

The color coding scheme used at Watts Bar is acceptable with the following
changes. Black reactor trip hand switches will be replaced with white hand

switches and 161 KV mimic lines will be changed from orange to light red to
ensure color consistency. Blank panel covers will also be painted to match
the panel. A plant document for color use within the MCR will be developed.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 2

The color coding scheme used at Watts Bar is acceptable with the following
changes. Black reactor trip hand switches will be replaced with white hand

switches and 161 KV mimic lines will be changed from orange to light red to
ensure color consistency.

JUSTIFICATION

Blank panel covers are being removed from panels and holes repaired when
components are deleted. Blank covers will not be used on panels in the
future. Design Standards DS-E18.I.24, "Human Factors Engineering," and
DS-E18.3.3, "Instrumentation Symbols and Tabulations," have been utilized as
the governing documents for color use within the control rooms.
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HED 021

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Communication (visual/voice) between the shift engineer (SE) and the MCR is

limited due to the SE office location.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

Minimum Technical Specification staffing requires an Senior Reactor Operator

(SRO) to always be present in the MCR. Not having the shift supervisor in

direct line of sight does not pose any safety hazards. An executive override

function is provided on the shift supervisors' phone in the event that the

unit operator wishes to contact the SE and the line is busy. No corrective

action is planned. This was rated Category 4, non-safety significant.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

The shift supervisors' work station has been relocated to the MCR.

JUSTIFICATION

The original concern of limited communication because the shift supervisors'

office was located outside the MCR has been eliminated by locating his work
station inside the MCR.
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HED 023

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Operation of the turbine auxiliary feedwater control switch (HCS-46-57-S) is

not consistent with other related control switches.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

Switch will be changed to a "Pull for Auto/In for Normal" operation. In

addition, nameplate engraving modifications will be made to clarify the "ACC

OVRD/RESET" function.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

The switch will be replaced with controls which are more consistent with other

control room devices.

JUSTIFICATION

New devices which were procured to resolve a condition adverse to quality

report (CAQR) corrected this HED also.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 2

HCS-46-57-S will be replaced. A separate handswitch and controller,
HS-46-57-S and FIC-46-57A-S, will be installed as a part of the Auxiliary
Feedwater control upgrade.

JUSTIFICATION

The Auxiliary Feedwater Control upgrade replaces HS-3-148A, HS-3-156A,
HS-3-164A, HS-3-171A, HS-3-172A, HS-3-174A, HS-3-175A and HCS-46-57-S with

separate handswitch and controller devices.
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HED 027

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The Pyrotronics Console provides insufficient knee/leg room and the console

keyboard is unprotected.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

Operators spend a minimal portion of their work time at this console.

Keyboard is permanently affixed to console table and probability of accidental

activation of keys is minimal. No corrective action is planned. This was

rated Category 4, non-safety significant.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

The Pyrotronics Console has been replaced with a console that meets human
factor guidelines. A standard keyboard interface is used. The effect of
accidental activation is minimal.

JUSTIFICATION

The Pyrotronics Console that caused the original concern has been removed and

replaced with an improved version.
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HED 033

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Numerous problems with the paging system, such as poor availability, poor

sound quality, low volume, no beepers, etc.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

One channel of the radio system will be dedicated totally to operations.

Operations personnel will be provided with smaller radios. Power and supply

problems with sound powered phones will be resolved by revising procedures to

provide instructions for power transfer schemes and by adding labels in the

MCR and ACR. These will be performed to adjust power system volumes and

ensure effectiveness. Training will be provided to personnel on proper

operation and use of the paging system. A study will confirm overall

acceptability of communications.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

One channel of the radio system will be dedicated totally to operations.

Operations personnel will be provided with smaller radios. Power and supply

problems with sound powered phones will be resolved by revising procedures to

provide instructions for power transfer schemes. These will be performed to

adjust power system volumes and ensure effectiveness. Training will be

provided to personnel on proper operation and use of the paging system.

JUSTIFICATION

Further evaluation determined that revised procedures for the power transfer

schemes will be adequate. Therefore, additional labels will not be added.

The study has been accomplished and recommendations approved for

implementation.
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HED 034

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Difficulty communicating using sound powered telephones due to ground induced

"hum" and heaviness of headsets.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

Maintenance Requests will be written to correct the hum in the system. A new

type of connector will be installed which avoids the ground problem causing

the hum. Future maintenance problems relating to sound powered telephones

will be handled through the maintenance program. Lighter weight headsets will

be purchased to minimize discomfort and improve communications.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

Maintenance Requests will be written to correct the hum in the system. A new

type of connector will be installed which avoids the ground problem causing
the hum. Future maintenance problems relating to sound powered telephones

will be handled through the maintenance program.

JUSTIFICATION

Further evaluation has resulted in the decision to not require the lighter

weight headsets. The quality of communications with the existing headsets has

been improved and the headsets are normally only worn for short durations.
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HED 040

ITEM DESCRIPTION

There are numerous problems concerning "Nuisance Alarms" in the MCR.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

Presently identified nuisance alarms will be corrected. The annunciator

system will be evaluated for nuisance alarms once the plant is operational.

The Spent Fuel Pit Cooling System Heat Exchanger Outlet Flow alarm will be

evaluated after plant startup and be corrected if found to be a problem.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

A review of the annunciator system has been conducted and nuisance alarms will

be corrected. An ongoing identification and correction of deficiencies such

as nuisance alarms will be continued during pre-startup testing and after unit

operations begin.

JUSTIFICATION

Known nuisance alarms will be corrected, but as systems are placed in service

and operating conditions obtained, additional nuisance alarms may be

identified.
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HED 044

ITEM DESCRIPTION

A number of alarms were identified as unnecessary.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

The need for each alarm was reviewed in detail. In some cases, the alarm was
found to be necessary. The unnecessary alarms will be removed. Several
alarms were included in this HED because of their identification as nuisance

alarms in the Sequoyah DCRDR. A nuisance alarm review will be conducted at
WBN after the unit is operational.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

The need for each alarm was reviewed in detail. In some cases alarms were
found to be necessary. The unnecessary alarms will be removed. Several
alarms were included in this HED because of their identification as nuisance

alarms in the Sequoyah DCRDR. An ongoing identification and correction of
deficiencies such as nuisance alarms will be continued during pre-startup
testing and after reactor operations.

JUSTIFICATION

Known nuisance alarms will be corrected, but as systems are placed in service
and operating conditions obtained additional nuisance alarms may be

identified.
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HED 045

ITEM DESCRIPTION

There are several nuisance alarms associated with Component Cooling System

(CCS) and Essential Raw Cooling Water (ERCW) flows (Systems 70 and 67,

respectively).

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

For the applicable instruments, the following will be performed: (1) loop

instrument calibration; (2) system or partial system flow balance; (3) survey

to determine whether nuisance alarms still exist; (4) design change request
(DCR) to change alarm setpoints, addressing contact bounce characteristics of

instruments, if necessary.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

Known nuisance alarms were corrected after review of all alarms. An ongoing

identification and correction of deficiencies such as nuisance alarms will be

continued during pre-startup testing and after unit operations begins.

JUSTIFICATION

Rather than a one time review for nuisance alarms, an effort to identify and

eliminate such alarms on a continuing basis is preferable.
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HED 048

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Improvements are needed in the grouping/labeling/color coding on status light

panels.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

Grouping of tiles for Phase A and Phase B Isolation (panels XX-55-6E and

XX-55-6F) will be improved in accordance with corrective action plan for HED

200. Red/green color coding has been provided for the steam dump valve status

lights (panel XX-55-4A). Functional labels will be added for the trip status
bistable panels in accordance with corrective plan for HED 064.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

The old status panels are being removed and two new containment isolation

status panels (CISP) are being installed with improved grouping/labeling and

color recognition.

In addition, red/green color coding has been improved for the steam dump valve

status lights (panel XX-55-4A). Revised functional labels and window

engravings will be provided for all status panels.

JUSTIFICATION

The CISP panels are a more comprehensive corrective action than reworking the

old Westinghouse panels as originally planned.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 2

The old status panels are being removed and two new containment isolation
status panels (CISP) are being installed with improved grouping/labeling and

color recognition.

In addition, red/green color coding has been improved for the steam dump valve

status lights (panel XX-55-4A). Revised functional labels and window

engravings will be provided for selected status panels.

JUSTIFICATION

Revised functional labels will be provided for all status panels, but all

window engravings do not require revision because some are acceptable as

installed.
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HED 053

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Operators are unable to prevent a generator trip because the existing
annunciators are not properly designed to allow sufficient time to respond.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

The inputs to XA-55-2A window 22 ("Generator Cooling Failure") will be changed
to make this a pre-trip annunciator. See HED 043 for related action to add a
new temperature switch with a higher setpoint to provide input to the pre-trip
annunciator.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

A new Stator Cooling Temperature high pre-trip alarm will be added to window

box XA-55-1A.

JUSTIFICATION

Rather than using the existing inputs to window box XA-55-2A, a new pre-trip
alarm will be installed on window box XA-55-1A in accordance with the
Annunciator Study. A new temperature switch was not needed because the
temperature measurement was already in the plant computer and will be
retransmitted to the new pre-trip alarm. The setpoint has been established at
a lower value than the trip setting in order to provide a pre-trip warning.
Generator Stator Coolant differential pressure was not included with the

pre-trip alarm because low differential pressure indicates an event that will
result in a trip; therefore, it would not be of value to the operator as a
pre-trip alarm. The inputs to the existing alarm (i.e., XA-55-2A window 22)
have been retained as a trip indicating alarm.
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HED 058

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Annunciator flash rates do not meet criteria. One MCR annunciator panel has a

different flash rate than the others.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

These discrepancies have no operational significance. Although in both cases
the rate is slower than recommended, it is sufficient to attract operator

attention. Since flash rate is not used for alarm prioritization, the

different rate for panel XA-55-1A is not of concern. No corrective action is

planned. This was rated Category 4, non-safety significant.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

Panel XA-55-IA is being replaced as part of the new annunciator system which
has adjustable flash rates.

JUSTIFICATION

The old panel XA-55-1A was powered separately from the other horseshoe panels.

It is now an integral part of the new system.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT REVISION 2

The MCR annunciator system was replaced with a new system. Panel XA-55-IA was

replaced and made a part of the new system. The flash rate of the new system

meets the required criteria.

JUSTIFICATION

The old panel XA-55-1A was powered separately from the other horseshoe panels.
It is now an integral part of the new system. The flash rate for the new

system synchronizes the flash rate for all the window boxes that are a part of
the new system. One panel outside the horseshoe panels on 1-M-30 is a stand-

alone annunciator with a different alarming flash rate from the new system.

Because of its location and unique function this is not an operational

concern.
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HED 068

ITEM DESCRIPTION

All annunciator inputs are not included in the window legends.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

It is not necessary or appropriate to identify all annunciator input sources
in the window legends. Operating instructions are available to the operator
which list all possible inputs. There are some cases in which this type of
information on the window is useful to the operators. Guidelines for
including input source identification in annunciator legends were prepared by
the DCRDR Team. These will be implemented in conjunction with the corrective

actions for HED 042 and HED 135.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION I

It is not necessary or appropriate to identify annunciator input sources in

the window legends. When partial input information is included on the window
tiles, the operator is presented with confusing and incomplete information.
As a result of the annunciator study, a new annunciator system was recommended

and new window engravings provided. These engravings will not contain input

device numbers.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 2

It is not necessary or appropriate to identify annunciator input sources in
the window legends. When partial input information is included on the window

tiles, the operator is presented with confusing and incomplete information.
As a result of the annunciator study, a new annunciator system was recommended
and new window engravings provided. These engravings will not normally

contain input device numbers.

JUSTIFICATION

Individual alarms will be evaluated to determine if including input device
numbers will significantly aid the operators.
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HED 073

ITEM DESCRIPTION

There is potential for confusing the Chemical Makeup selector switch with the

Boric Acid Pump controls.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

The Chemical Volume Controls System (CVCS) makeup mode selector switch,

currently a W-2 type J-handle, will be replaced with a star-handle, which is

the normal type on control used for selector switches.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

The CVCS makeup mode selector switch (HS-62-140B), is currently a W-2 type

with a J-handle. Due to frequency of use, and the enhanced visual position

cuing afforded by a J-handle, use of a J-handle is justified in this

application. In addition, new hierarchical labeling for Boric Acid pump
controls and the CVCS makeup mode switch has been implemented as a part of the

panel labeling upgrade. This in conjunction with enhanced device labeling

will prevent misidentification of the switch. No additional corrective action

is needed.

JUSTIFICATION

Unlike other selector handswitches, HS-62-140B is potentially manipulated

several times each shift. Additionally, this control must be returned to the

A-Auto position when the activity is completed. With a "J" handle, position

verification is quite easy to recognize even from a distance. A star handle

does not offer the same obvious visual cue and could contribute to personnel

misinterpreting the handswitch position.
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HED 083

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Shape coding of switches is inconsistently applied.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

Switch functions and the availability of different types of handles make

complete consistency in shape coding impractical. However, symbols will be

added to control labels to indicate the type of plant component being operated

(in accordance with the correction for HED 007). In addition, where the

potential for and effects of operating the wrong control are significant,

demarcation or protective covers will be added. This HED also addresses

concerns about size of some star handles. The large star handles which

obscure labeling will be replaced with a smaller version.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION I

Switch functions and the availability of different types of handles make

complete consistency in shape coding impractical. However, symbols will be

added to control labels to indicate the type of plant component being operated

(in accordance with the correction for HED 007). In addition, where the

potential for and effects of operating the wrong control are significant,

demarcation or protective covers will be added. This HED also addresses

concerns about size of some star handles. The large star handles will be

replaced with suitable replacements.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 2

Switch functions and the availability of different types of handles make

complete consistency in shape coding impractical. However, symbols will be

added to control labels to indicate the type of plant component being operated

(in accordance with the correction for HED 007). In addition, where the

potential for and effects of operating the wrong control are significant,
demarcation or protective covers will be added. Further evaluation was

accomplished on the use of the existing star handles, which resulted in the

decision to retain the handles.

JUSTIFICATION

Based on an evaluation of operator experience, use of the switches, potential

replacements and vendor feedback, a decision has been made to retain the

existing star handles.
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HED 084

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The maintenance test switch (panel M-2) rotates more than 90 degrees and is

not oriented vertically when in the "off" position.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

This key-operated switch is used for instrument maintenance, not operations.

The current key positions are not a problem for the instrument technician's

needs. No corrective action is planned. This was rated a Category 4,

nonsafety significant.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

This key-operated switch was used for instrument maintenance and occasionally

by operations. The current key position was not a problem for the operator

and instrument technician's needs. No corrective action was planned. This
was rated Category 4, nonsafety significant.

JUSTIFICATION

Clarification made as to the users of the switch.
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HED 091

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Scales/math conversions required between controls and indicators.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

The team recommends that a placard with required setpoints and corresponding
controller percentages be placed next to the controllers which have or require

a specific setpoint that needs to be controlled. We also feel that the Main
Feedpump Delta P Program should be added to the Technical Support Center (TSC)

computer.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION I

The team recommends that a placard with required setpoints and corresponding

controller percentages be placed next to the controllers which have or require

a specific setpoint that needs to be controlled.

JUSTIFICATION

The original recommendation to add Main Feedpump delta P to the TSC is outside
the scope of HED 091 and the HECs that it addresses. It appears to be an

enhancement to aid operators in manual control of Steam Generator level.
Steam Generator (SG) level and Feed Water (FW) flow indicators in the MCR are
sufficient for SG level control and differential pressure can be determined

from existing MCR instruments. The Program delta P signal is available only
within the Westinghouse controller and would be expensive to add to the

Emergency Response Facility Data System (ERFDS) computer. As part of the
corrective action for HED 091 a placard has been added to 1-FC-46-20 to aid

operators in the conversion between Main Steam (MS) flow and MS/FW delta P.
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HED 093

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Recorder 1-RR-90-1 has problems including scale compatibility and
transformation factors, and readability.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

If proposed modifications to the current recorder do not improve its

readability for operations, it will be replaced with a recorder that has
better human engineering characteristics.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

The recorder scale will be changed to match the majority of the recorder
inputs. A new recorder label will identify each input. Each recorder input

will initiate an alarm when the input is off-normal.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 2

The recorder will be replaced with a recorder that has better human factor
characteristics.

JUSTIFICATION

Modifications to the existing recorder has proven inadequate and the recorder

will be replaced.
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HED 094

ITEM DESCRIPTION

There is no indication in the MCR to verify that the permissive P-4 contacts

reset when the reactor trip breakers are reset. Automatic safety injection is

blocked until these contacts are reset.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

No corrective action is needed. The SI block status light on panel XA-55-4A

goes dark when the P-4 contacts reset, indicating that the auto SI function is

restored. If there is any doubt, the control room operator must send an

instrument mechanic to physically check the P-4 contacts. Operators are

sufficiently trained to manually initiate SI equipment if an auto SI is

required and does not occur. In addition, it is planned to initiate the

Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS) display by the operation of the P-4

contacts, which will provide another means of determining their status. This

was rated Category 3, nonsafety significant.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

No corrective action is needed. The SI block status light on panel XA-55-4A

goes dark when the P-4 contacts reset, indicating that the auto SI function is

restored. If there is any doubt, the control room operator must send an

instrument mechanic to physically check the P-4 contacts. Operators are

sufficiently trained to manually initiate SI equipment if an auto SI is

required and does not occur. This was rated Category 3, nonsafety

significant.

JUSTIFICATION

The automatic initiation of the SPDS display by operation of the P-4 contacts

is not a desirable method of display initiation. In addition, it is not

needed for the HED corrective action.
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HED 098

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Lack of Reactor Coolant Drain Tank (RCDT) level indication.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

RCDT level indication is available at the Waste Disposal panel where control

actions take place. RCDT level can also be monitored on the plant computer.

No corrective action is planned. This was rated Category 4, nonsafety

significant.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

RCDT level indication is available at the Waste Disposal panel where control

actions take place. A Waste Disposal panel alarm will be transmitted to the

MCR annunciator system. No corrective action is planned. This was rated

Category 4, nonsafety significant.

JUSTIFICATION

Since the control actions will be accomplished at the Waste Disposal panel,

only the local instrumentation will be necessary.
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HED 105

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Some indicators and recorders have scale graduations and numbering
progressions that do not conform to the recommended criteria.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

This HED identifies items considered to be minor violations and the possible

error resulting from these violations is considered unlikely. Modifications

will, however, be made to H21-35-29, PI-3-34, and FR-62-139 to reduce

confusion and improve readability. Future changes will conform to the new

standard.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

This HED identifies items considered to be minor violations and the possible

error resulting from these violations is considered unlikely. Modifications

will, however, be made to PI-3-34 and FR-62-139 to reduce confusion and

improve readability. Future changes will conform to the new standard.

JUSTIFICATION

The major graduations on the H21-35-29 scale that are not numbered are used

for calibration purposes. Therefore, they are needed. The scale will not be

replaced.
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HED 109

ITEM DESCRIPTION

There are problems in the coding and/or labeling of some indicator lights.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

The Radiation Monitoring System lights will be relabeled. Other corrective

action will be considered.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

The Radiation Monitoring System light labels will be corrected either by

replacing the modules or relabeling the existing modules. Status lights for

drain valves and Boric Acid speed control will be arranged to the proper

orientation.

JUSTIFICATION

Replacing the ratemeters will eliminate the need to add labels.
the indicating lights for 1-XX-46-14 , I-XX-46-41, 1-HS-62-230A
1-HS-62-232A resulted in the decision to revise the orientation
match the normal convention.

Evaluation of
and
in order to
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HED 119

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Multipoint recorders are slow and difficult to tell which point is printing.

Operators would like digital display.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

Recorders will be adjusted to try to improve their readability. If the

readability cannot be made acceptable, the recorders will be replaced.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

Recorder 1-ZR-412 will be replaced with a digital type recorder.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 2

Recorders 1-ZR-412 and O-RR-90-12A will be replaced with digital type

recorders.

JUSTIFICATION

Further evaluation of recorders O-RR-90-12A and 1-ZR-412 resulted in the

decision to replace both recorders.
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HED 125

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Recorder pen pointers are too far from the recorder scale to allow reading

current value from recorder scale without significant probability of error.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

Pen pointers will be adjusted. It should be done when pens are scheduled to

be replaced by new felt tip pens. For recorders which are considered the only

source of information (display) and cannot be adjusted to within 1/16 inch

(pointer to scale), the recorder will be replaced.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

Pen pointers will be adjusted. It should be done when pens are scheduled to
be replaced by new felt tip pens. For recorders which are determined to be

needed for value display, are the only source of information (display) and

cannot be adjusted to within 1/16 inch (pointer to scale), the recorder will

be replaced. No corrective action is required for recorders that are normally
used for trending purposes only.

JUSTIFICATION

Pen pointers are not a concern with recorders that are normally used only for

trending purposes.
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HED 133

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Legend covers are not keyed to prevent interchange during bulb replacement.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

To enable operators to quickly identify the correct module, a reference TVA

print number will be considered as a panel label by legend pushbutton matrices

where appropriate.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

To prevent module interchange during bulb replacement, operators will be

trained not to remove more than one pushbutton module at a time. In addition,

on going training will identify which drawing series show pushbutton

arrangements should a problem occur.

JUSTIFICATION

Subsequent review has led to the determination that a TVA drawing number is

not information which should be assigned to labels located on the control

boards. Additional training can provide drawing information to operators

while helping to reduce the quantity of labeling on the control boards.
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HED 136

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Auxiliary Steam Supply valves need to be opened slowly after an isolation to

prevent waterhammer.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

A manual gate valve and bypass line have been installed upstream of the

Auxiliary Steam Supply valve to help prevent water hammer. A caution label

will be added to the panel to remind the operators to close the manual

isolation valve and open the bypass prior to opening FCV-12-79 and -82.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

Corrective action is no longer needed because FCV-12-79 & -82 have been

removed from service.

JUSTIFICATION

FCV-12-79 will be replaced by a blind flange and pipe spool piece. The

electrical power will be disconnected from FCV-12-82 and the valve will be

maintained closed. Therefore, the waterhammer is no longer a concern.
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HED 138

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Difficulty in accessing computer information.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

The man-machine interface will be enhanced for the P2500. The computer access

will be through a keyboard. The use of menus, mimics, etc., will be

considered.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION I

The man-machine interface will be enhanced for the P2500. The primary

computer interface will be through a desktop PC which uses menus and mimics

and will be user friendly.

JUSTIFICATION

Further evaluation of the P2500 interface resulted in the decision to add the

enhanced PC interface. In addition, the P2500 keyboard will be upgraded by

rearranging and relabeling the pushbuttons.
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HED 144

ITEM DESCRIPTION

All annunciator alarms are not recorded by the process computer.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

Computer points are provided for alarms related to the Solid State Protection

System, trip-related alarms, and alarms related to the operating status of

critical equipment. This is adequate. No corrective action is planned. This

was rated Category 4, non-safety significant.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

The new annunciator system will be installed which will record all annunciator

alarms on an alarm printer.

JUSTIFICATION

The annunciator study recommended that a new annunciator system provide

additional features such as the alarm printer.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 2

A new annunciator system will be installed which will record on an alarm

printer the annunciator alarms that are monitored by the new system.

JUSTIFICATION

The vast majority of the Main Control Room alarms are monitored by the new

annunciator system and recorded on an associated printer. The selection of
alarms to be monitored by the new system was determined by an alarm study. In

addition, one window box of 12 windows, l-XA-55-30, is a separate annunciator

that is not part of the new annunciator system. The alarm parameters to this

box are recorded on the TSC Computer or on a MCR recorder.
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HED 146

ITEM DESCRIPTION

There are too many independent process computers.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

Long term improvements include studying the feasibility of one computer system

for the plant.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

A computer study has been completed on WBN computer applications. Selected
upgrading of the operator interface and consolidation of functions will be

implemented. TVA determined that combining all process computers to not be
feasible at this time.

JUSTIFICATION

The revised correction statement was supported by the computer study. (The
P2500 Plant Computer and the EFRDS have been connected via a data link.)
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HED 151

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Eberline System problems (e.g., reliability, accuracy, information inputs and

processing capabilities, and documentation/procedure adequacy) detract from

the usability of the system.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

A task team has been formed to investigate and correct the system problems and

ensure Eberline operability. Upgrades are being considered.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

The Eberline System hardware will be upgraded to improve operability. Some of

the input monitors will be replaced and not included as a part of the Eberline

operator interface. A data link will be provided to the EFRDS.

JUSTIFICATION

Evaluations concluded that new memory cards were needed in order to protect

data during a system disturbance. In addition, the Shield Building Vent

Monitors will be replaced and have separate readout devices in the MCR. Only

the condenser vacuum pump exhaust (CVPE) monitor will remain as an input to

the Eberline. The Eberline data will be made available to the ERFDS and its

output devices.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 2

The Eberline System hardware will be upgraded to improve operability. Some of

the input monitors will be replaced and not included as a part of the Eberline

operator interface. A data link will be provided to the EFRDS. The EFRDS

will be used as the primary operator interface.

JUSTIFICATION

The EFRDS has a monitor within the horse shoe area and the operators use the

EFRDS interface for similar type data. Whereas, the Eberline interface is

located outside the horse shoe area and does not have the frequent operator

use that the EFRDS does.
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HED 153

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The Pyrotronics System has individual fire detector alarm lights on each of

the MCR panels. The power supply for these lights does not have capacity for

more than one light.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

The remote lamp circuit will be modified to ensure that multiple lights can be

energized simultaneously.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

The remote lights will be removed from the control room panels.

JUSTIFICATION

The existing fire panel detectors not only initiate the panel alarm lights,

but they also initiate "zone alarms" at the fire detection console located in

the MCR. The zone alarms will remain in place after the panel alarm lights

are removed. Personnel responding to the fire detection console zone alarms

determine the panel detector(s) involved in initiating the alarm.
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HED 154

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Automatic Dispatch System on panel M-2 is not needed; the system is not used.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

It was not taking up space required for other components and its presence was
unlikely to cause error. It will be left in place until such time as the
space may be needed. No corrective action was planned at that time. This was
rated Category 4, nonsafety significant.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

The Automatic Dispatch System subpanel located on MCR panel M-2 will be
removed.

JUSTIFICATION

The previous decision to retain the Automatic Dispatch System (ADS) subpanel
was evaluated thoroughly during the HED Closure process. This evaluation
resulted in the determination that the ADS subpanel should be removed from the
panel since the ADS is not used and never expected to be used. The CRDR
Closure Team review determined that the ADS subpanel was not addressed by
procedures, that the plant had no plans for use of the panel in the future and
that SQN had previously removed the ADS from their panel. The Human Factor
guidelines that the design has followed for the MCR panels has included the
removal of unused components. Removal of the ADS subpanel is needed in order
to adhere to this guideline. Therefore, based on these items, agreement was
reached with the operating staff and engineering to remove the ADS subpanel
from MCR panel M-2.
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HED 165

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The location of the containment humidity recorders on back panel M-10 could

delay detection of a small Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) event.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

Computer points are available to be trended if desired on the computer trend

recorders. There are two annunciators on panel M-5 to alert the operator to

high moisture conditions. This is sufficient for this parameter. No

corrective action is planned. This was rated Category 3, nonsafety

significant.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

Computer points are available to be trended if desired on the computer trend

recorders. There are two inputs to an annunciator window located on panel M-5

to alert the operator to high moisture conditions. This is sufficient for

this parameter. No corrective action is planned. This was rated Category 3,

nonsafety significant.

JUSTIFICATION

The Annunciator Study recommended combining the two inputs into a single

"REFLASH" window. The annunciator printer will identify which input caused

the alarm.
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HED 169

ITEM DESCRIPTION

There are layout problems on Panel M-12 & M-30 for System 90.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

Panel M-30 layout has been laid out in a more logical manner, but Panel M-12

layout evaluation determined relayout to be unnecessary.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION I

Further evaluation of Panels M-12 & M-30 determined layout changes to be

unnecessary. Mimics and demarcations have been added to M-12 and enhanced

labeling has been added to M-12 & M-30.

JUSTIFICATION

The Panel layouts were evaluated to be acceptable based on operator usage and

the monitor locations. The existing layouts were improved with the addition

of mimics, demarcations and labeling. The radiation monitors and associated

recorders are correlated by the nameplates. Monitors of interest would be

easily spotted during an accident because of the individual alarm lights on

the monitors.
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HED 176

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Pressure indication for the annulus vacuum control portion of the Emergency

Gas Treatment System is not located on Panel M-27B. This indication is needed

to support an existing Technical Specification requirement.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

Consideration will be given to a setpoint/Technical Specification change.

Installation of redundant delta pressure indication for the annulus fan on

panel M-27B will be considered.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION I

Differential pressure indication for annulus vacuum fan will be installed on

panel M-27B.

JUSTIFICATION

The Technical Specification change has been addressed in SCAR WBP91055SCA, and

will be closed separate from this HED.
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HED 182

ITEM DESCRIPTION

An Reactor Coolant System (RCS) temperature trend recorder should be provided

in the ACR to permit operators to maintain cooldown rate, pressurizer level

and pressurizer pressure.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

This will be investigated and a trend recorder will be considered in the ACR.

Loops to be used as recorder inputs are the existing four Hot-leg

temperatures, pressurizer level and wide range pressurizer pressure.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

An RCS Temperature trend recorder will be provided in the ACR. Loops to be

used as recorder inputs are the existing four Hot-leg temperatures,

pressurizer level and wide range pressurizer pressure.

JUSTIFICATION

Subsequent investigation revealed the need to install a RCS trend recorder in

the ACR.
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HED 187

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Containment temperature indicators (TI) are not available where needed (no

upper containment TI; lower containment TI is located on panel M-9 behind

horseshoe).

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

Computer points
verification of
annunciator for
and containment
provided on the

are available to the operator in the horseshoe for
upper and lower containment temperature. There is also an
high temperature in lower containment. Containment humidity
radiation alarms are also available. A calculation will be
process computer.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

Computer points are available to the operator in the horseshoe for
verification of upper and lower containment temperature. In addition, lower
containment air temperature indicators have been added within the horseshoe
panels. There is also an annunciator for high temperature in lower
containment. Containment humidity and containment radiation alarms are also
available. A calculation will be provided on the process computer.

JUSTIFICATION

The containment monitoring task added lower containment temperature loops with
indicators located on panels 1-M-6 and 1-M-9.
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HED 192

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The Auxiliary Feed Water (AFW) level controllers and the level program can be

changed, and the level control hand switches can be disabled from the ACR.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

A caution label will be added to each of these components, requiring that the

MCR operator be notified before adjustments in setpoints are made.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

A caution label will be added in the ACR to controllers LIC-3-148B, -156B, -

164B & -171B, requiring that the MCR operator be notified before adjustments

in setpoints are made.

JUSTIFICATION

If MCR/ACR Transfer Switches for the level control hand switches are placed in

ACR position there is an alarm which alerts the operator. No additional

labeling is required for these transfer switches.

The possibility exists that someone may make adjustments to controllers in the
ACR. Caution labels are recommended.
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HED 193

ITEM DESCRIPTION

It is difficult to distinguish an unilluminated rod bottom light.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

The lights will be demarcated and the area around each light will be changed

to white to increase contrast.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

The area around each light will be changed to white to increase contrast.

JUSTIFICATION

The entire area around the lights have been painted white, thus making the

addition of demarcation unnecessary.
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HED 194

ITEM DESCRIPTION

A number of problems were identified with the TSC computer.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

A task force will address this HED and recommend necessary corrections.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

The TSC computer hardware and software will be replaced with an updated

system. A separate Human Factors Review will be accomplished on the ERFDS

interface for SPDS, BISI and the calculational displays.

JUSTIFICATION

Human Factors will be incorporated into the design of the replacement system.

In addition, the system will undergo human factor reviews during the

development process.
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HED 204

ITEM DESCRIPTION

DG start/stop and increase/decrease controls are located close together on the

panel, creating potential for accidental activation of the wrong control.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

The shape coding and labeling of these switches make error unlikely. No

corrective action is planned. This was rated Category 3, nonsafety

significant.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

Protective covers will be installed over the emergency start and stop switches

and over the increase/decrease control switches.

JUSTIFICATION

Experience at the Training Simulator has determined these switches should have

additional protection.
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HED 208

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Glare and reflection degrade the readability of displays.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

All new instruments purchased will be equipped with visually non-degradable,

glare-minimizing glass. No other corrective action is planned. This was

rated Category 4, nonsafety significant.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION 1

All new instruments purchased will be evaluated for use of visually non-

degradable, glare-minimizing glass. No other corrective action is planned.

This was rated Category 4, nonsafety significant.

JUSTIFICATION

Experience with the existing implementation of non-glare glass on recorders

has shown some degradation in the visual perception of information through the

glass of some types of recorders. Therefore, a case by case justification is

needed to evaluate the specific instrument.
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HED 214

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The 6.9 KV Shutdown Board voltmeters do not have sufficient resolution to

identify degraded voltage.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

Sufficient resolution is accomplished by meter color banding to mark

acceptable limits. A degraded voltage condition is annunciated, and the

operator has 5 minutes to take action to clear the condition before the
Shutdown Board transfers to an alternate source. No corrective action is

planned. This was rated category 4, nonsafety significant.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION I

The 6.9 KV Shutdown Board voltmeters EI-57-39 and EI-57-66 on MCR panels 1-M-1
and 2-M-1 have been replaced with bargraph/digital type meters.

JUSTIFICATION

Feedback from Sequoyah personnel resulted in the decision to replace the

voltmeters with better resolution meters.
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HED 219

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Lack of operator protective clothing.

ORIGINAL CORRECTIONS

A review will be performed and, if necessary changes made in inventory to

ensure clothing is available for operators. Operations staff will be surveyed

to determine number and sizes required.

REVISED CORRECTION STATEMENT/REVISION I

No corrective action will be taken. The revisions recently implemented in the

Radiological Emergency Preparedness program have invalidated this issue.

JUSTIFICATION

This HED was originally based on requirements in IP-17. IP-17 was superseded

by EPIP-12 which eliminated the inventory of contamination zone (C-Zone)

clothing kept in the MCR based on utilizing normal radiation control

processes/clothing inventory for C-Zone entry during an emergency. The normal

C-Zone inventory accommodates the plant staff in quantities and sizes;

therefore, Operations does not need any special considerations.
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